A Fly on the Wall...
Mrs. Arrup & Mrs. Baker’s Pre-k
E is for an Excellent Pre K class!! We explored the letter
E by creating an egg experiment and examining the
changes. The eggs may turn into Ghost Eggs just in
time for Halloween! We also talked about how we like
to eat our eggs and our class graph showed most
children prefer scrambled eggs. Our frequent graphs
allow children to count, compare numbers and use
math vocabulary. This week we are having a
fabulous time with the letter F. Fall has arrived in our
Pre K pumpkin patch and our classroom is getting
spookier each week. We used fall colors to finger paint our names, created fish for our
alphabet book and counted fish on our placemats for snack. As always, we are having so
much FUN with our pre-k Friends!
Ms. B’s Music
The threes are having fun learning our Halloween
songs and moving around to monstrous music!
They are also experimenting with different
instruments to create that a spooky sound. The
fours are joining in with those Halloween songs as
well as learning about bats and how the notes of
the organ can create such a mysterious sound!
The K and Pre-first are listening to the coolest
classical music for this season like In the Hall of the
Mountain King and Dance Macabre. What fun!

Ms. Astley & Mrs. Rogozin’s 2s
September was such a great month and I can't believe that
October is half way over! Our wonderful class has settled into a
routine and they continue to work on our daily school
schedule. I'm so proud of all of them! The 2s did lots of projects
with apples and the color red last month, as we transition into a
month, we will focused on the circle, the color orange, farm life
and Halloween. I hope you enjoyed seeing our Muddy Pig, and
our Cow! Please remember as the weather changes into Fall to
dress in layers, as our mornings are chilly but the afternoons are
warm. Also be sure to check your child's cubbie and have a
change of clothes that is weather appropriate. Thank you all
again for sharing your children with us!

Mrs. Knott’s World Cultures

We received our passports,
planned and packed our carryon luggage, and are currently
learning all about maps so we
can begin our adventures! After
learning about map keys and
what a bird’s-eye view means,
we created an electronic version
of our playground. We then
created imaginary countries with
a friend and incorporated
certain geographical features,
while also coming up with our
own unique ideas. We are quite
proud of our cartography skills!
Mrs. Smith’s Values
The best way to teach kids to be helpful is by example. A main goal of encouraging
children to be helpful is that they will grow up with a desire to help out. It is so rewarding to
see a child see a need and offer to help out without being asked. This is a child holding
door for someone, comforting a child that is crying, or even making their own bed. Having the
ability to help independently shows they really learned the value of helping others.
Mrs. Barta’s Pre-first
The Pre-first children had a great field trip to the
farm last week. The excitement and energy
proved it was a wonderful day full of exploration
with the farm animals, the corn maze, the
hayride, the pumpkin patch and the free play in
the kid zone. This past week, we began learning
about spiders and will write our very own spider
adventures book. Writing is an important
element of Pre-first and we continually work to
improve our skills with handwriting, sentence
structure, capitalization, punctuation and the
decoding of words. In phonics, we have begun
learning about consonant digraphs which are
two letters together that make one sound; ch, sh,
th, wh, ck. In Math, we have been comparing
numbers, counting “up” and “down” on the
number line, skip counting by 2s, 5s and 10s,
patterning and practicing tally marks. The handson math games and manipulatives help the
children to master these important skills. The
children are having so much fun playing the
games that they don’t realize that they are
learning at the same time!

Mrs. Smith’s & Mrs. Vandenberg’s Kindergartens:

October is half way over and kindergarten is growing in so many ways!
We are already half way through the alphabet and doing great with
writing by sounding out our words. See if you can challenge your child to
tell you the beginning letter that various things start with as you are driving
or taking a walk. In math, we are working on shapes, patterns, and
counting 1-10. Please continue to practice writing the letters 1-10. During
our unit time, we are going to be working on fire safety and bats. Please
remember to “Be Kind, Be Safe, and Have Fun”!
Mrs. Craig’s Science
This week in Pre-K our letter F was for
flowers! Each student dissected a flower
and learned about flower parts and their
functions. Next week we will explore
gravity and make twirling gravity ghosts.
Kindergarten began its Potions unit
last week. We learned that vinegar and
salt can make dull pennies shine again,
and this week we saw how common
kitchen staples can put out a fire and
talked about fire safety.
Pre-First finished up their Engineers
and Inventors unit this week by learning
about the Wright Brothers and Sally Ride.
We made and tested two types of
paper airplanes as well as a straw
rocket. We read about some kid
inventors, and the students drew their
own ideas for inventions.
Mrs. Wyatt & Mrs. Zuidema’s 2s
This month in the twos, we are focusing on the farm,
Halloween, circles, and the color orange. Our
projects have included ears of corn made by
painting bubble wrap, pigs made out of circles and
others that we covered in mud, and we put spots on
cows with our fingerprints. We even practiced
working on our cutting skills by making grass for the
cows. During circle, we have been working on an AB
pattern and finding different colored eggs for Mother
Hen. Our song is, “Down on Grandpa’s Farm” where
we sing about the size and color of the animals, as
well as the noises they make. Next week we will move
to our Halloween theme. As always, we thank you for
sharing your children with us!

Mrs. Hooper & Mrs. Grieves’ 3s:

We enjoyed seeing many of our happy children and their wonderful parents at the Fall
Fair! Thank you to all of the volunteers for a great day! The children are finishing up their
Fall/Halloween Counting book #1-5 and they are truly enjoying all of the corresponding
poems and songs which they have done a fabulous job learning.....hopefully, you are
hearing them practice. The book will be arriving home soon for you to see. Circle time is
spent reading many fun and spooky Halloween stories while the children work on listening
attentively and sitting still! Small motor skills are being
strengthened (with scissors) as the children fringe and cut out
different shapes along the lines. Counting skills and letter
recognition are practiced each day with calendar work,
name recognition and LETTERS on our whiteboard. Your
children enjoy "jumping" to snack on our alphabet
disc's! Orange triangle pumpkins , finger painting and
“floating” sponge painted ghosts have kept us all
busy. "Peter, Peter Pumpkin Eater" is our October nursery
rhyme; abundant rhyming this month as the children work on
their reading readiness. Our Halloween parade and party
are on Thursday, October 31st. Our class party ( just for the kiddies) will be immediately
following the parade..... Thank you in advance to our party Moms..... Mrs. C Levering and
Mrs. Thompson. Wishing you a Fabulous Fall Family weekend!!
Senora Poe’s Spanish
Hola! The kindergarten and pre-first students are
having fun with Spanish! We are learning and
reviewing basic conversation, numbers and colors.
In kindergarten our focus has been on manzanas
rojas y verdes (red and green apples) and
calabazas naranjas (orange pumpkins). The Prefirst niña are very proud of their arco iris (rainbows)
which will be going home on Monday. In the
upcoming weeks we will continue to discuss Fall,
farm animals and Dia de los Muertos.
Mrs. Craig’s PE
Last week the classes engaged in a cross
curriculum activity. In art class with Mrs. Blair
they had read “The Dot” and created
beautiful paper plate “dots”. These were hung
on the walls all over the gym and used as
targets for practicing throwing skills! High, low,
and in between, the children aimed their
pompoms and foam balls and enjoyed the
colorful artwork!

Mrs. Loeb & Mrs. Knott’s Pre-k

Mrs. Blair’s Art

The Pre-K had an exciting couple of
weeks! We had egg races, are making
“Ghost Eggs” in the classroom and
have just begun to see the beginnings
of Fall. At our first sighting of a ghost in
the classroom, we learned all about the
costumes the children will wear for
Halloween! There are “Frankenfeet” in
the classroom of all sizes and shapes,
and we learned that most of us can put
on our own socks and shoes – such an
important and grown-up skill! We
painted with our fingers AND feathers.
Who knew that painting didn’t need a
brush? Please listen for all the fun songs
and poems coming your way – lots of
rhyming and silliness; and it’s all music
to our ears!

Our artists have blown into Fall with imaginative
creations. The 3’s carefully created tear art
colleges which focused on color, kindness and
sharing, and fine motor skills as well as making a
gorgeous collaborative pour art project that will
be “showcased” in the coming weeks. PreKindergarten is in the process of creating a
gratitude mobile and have been carefully painting
their beads with attention to their details. “Details
make our art special!” Kindergarten has planted
and successfully grown an art pumpkin patch!
Their gorgeous pumpkins show what they know
about segments and line, color and shape. Prefirst’s 3-D dots are a work of magical art! Through
many steps and attention to detail, each artist
created a unique 3-D dot that is on display in their
room. Please swing by and admire your artist’s
beautiful creations!

Mrs. Schroeder & Miss Ball’s 3s

Lunch Bunch

The 5 Day 3s are getting ready for
Halloween! We are half way
through working on our Fall
counting book which focuses on
numbers 1-5. We also have made
Mummies using tape, witches hats
using glue and paper, and
triangle pumpkins which we mixed
colors to make orange. If you do
not see any of these projects
coming home do not worry, we
have many of them hung up in
our room as decorations!

Lunch Bunch has been in the
mood for spooky! We have
been playing Halloween
themed games, such as
bowling for ghosts, decorate
the pumpkin and Ghosts in
the graveyard. We have
been making other Halloween themed crafts like glow
in the dark necklaces, Halloween themed collage, and
making pretty pumpkins. Please remember if you pack
candy in lunches to make sure there is no peanut
products, and please no lollipops because they take
too long to eat. Have a happy Halloween!

